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Customer Feature
When no consent is given for a patient FM will now ask for RF lookup consent before registering as
LIBAnsvarlig.
[ RENO-9867, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want to register as LIB-ansvarlig unless RF lookup consent has been registered for
the patient and a full RF lookup performed ]

It is now possible to register a LIB comment as a LIBansvarlig even if the patient does not have a
multidoseapotek.
[ RENO-8416, Resolved, As a LIBansvarlig doctor I want to register a LIB comment even if the patient does not have a
multidoseapotek ]

Allow doctors to open the Vivit samstemming when AF is empty. AF pane is now visible even when AF grid is
empty.
[ RENO-11893, Resolved, CLONE (3.7) - As a doctor I want to open the Vivit samstemming even when AF is empty and not
visible ]

Changed text in "Andre forskrivninger" checkbox to "Vis kun ekspederbare/under ekspedering"
[ RENO-11850, Resolved, As a doctor I want clearer terminology for the "Filtrer liste" checkbox in "Andre forskrivninger" ]

All user can print aktuel vib and lib. The confirming doctor name and name of user printing the report added
to report
[ RENO-11821, Resolved, As a non-doctor user, I want to be able to print "aktuell LIB" and "aktuel VIB" ]

When closing FM and patient has unsent prescriptions, a new warning popup dialog is now shown.
[ RENO-11820, Resolved, As an doctor, I want to be warned if the patient has unsent prescriptions when I close FM ]

More descriptive naming for parameter
[ RENO-11819, Resolved, As a doctor, I want my initials to be printed on kurve printouts after I confirm VIB for admission ]

It is now possible to print empty Kurve printouts. (new "Skriv ut tom kurve" menu option).
[ RENO-11818, Resolved, As an FM user, I want to be able to print an empty Kurve printout ]

Sorting added to ATC code - and Legmeddel field in LIB gridView
[ RENO-11817, Resolved, As an FM user, I want to be able to sort the LIB list by ATC code or drug name ]

Vivit MedExt librari has been updated to version 1.25
[ RENO-11816, Resolved, As an Vivit user, I want to have the latest version of the module ]

Added new configuration parameter to show/hide admission information in the center pane of the FM
patient information banner.
[ RENO-11748, Resolved, As an FM user I do not want to see information about admissions in the patient info banner ]

The epj-api schema has been updated by adding two new fields to the LoginInfo element:
HerId: Specifies the HER-id of the institution.
AdditionalId (Ident - same as Pasient/Id): Optional.
[ RENO-11612, Resolved, As the FM, I want to receive additional identities when clients login ]

Varenummer for Legemiddelpakning is now displayed on the medication details in the medication search
screen.
[ RENO-11551, Resolved, As a doctor I want to see varenummer for Legemiddelpakning in the medication search screen ]

New separation between F/B/K in the LIB. The space between groups has increase an a new horizontal line
was added on top of each group.
[ RENO-11548, Resolved, As a doctor I want to see a clearer separation between F/B/K in the LIB ]

Kjernejournal was added as a new vib confirmation source.
[ RENO-11547, Resolved, As a doctor I want to quote KJ as an information source when I confirm the LIB ]

Removed configuration parameter to allow FM not to perform automatic RF lookups.
[ RENO-11407, Resolved, As an administrator I do not want to configure the FM not to perform automatic RF lookups ]

M25.2 notifications will no longer be filtered out when applying date filtering to Inbox.
[ RENO-11295, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want date filters in inbox to filter out M25.2 notifications ]

"Kodverks" found in FEST are now read directly from FEST. Currently the "kodeverks" with ids (can be found
and searched at See volven.no):
7434, 7435, 7180, 7403, 7448, 7452, 7480 and 9090.
[ RENO-11092, Resolved, As the FM I always want to use the kodeverk that are distributed in FEST rather than local copies ]

Feature
The documentation for the FM updater has been updated
[ RENO-9408, Resolved, As a Hdir admin I want documentation about the FM updater ]

Merged changes from 3.7 RC5 and 3.7 RC6
[ RENO-11878, Resolved, As a programmer I want to merge in changes from 3.7 RC5 and RC6 ]

As an FM and system admin you can now configure and start a web service which exposes all non UI parts of
the EPJ API.
[ RENO-11711, Resolved, As FM admin I want to be able to securely expose the EPJ API web service ]

When renewing a prescription without changes user is forced to do renew-with-change if the bruksområde
field is invalid.
[ RENO-11603, Resolved, As a FM user, I want to be forced to do renew-with-change if the bruksområde is invalid ]

Users are not allowed to create new prescriptions unless the bruksområde field is valid.
[ RENO-11602, Resolved, As a FM user, I should not be able to create a new prescription unless the bruksområde field is valid ]

Now the full "bruksområde" catalog can bee seen in the drop down list in the prescription view, below the
list of "bruksområder" linked to the current medication.
I just (12.09.2016) linked a story to this one, which is on hold as there is a good chance that the Bruksområde
drop down list in s15 is good enough.
[ RENO-11601, Resolved, As a FM user, I want to be able to select any text from the bruksområde kodeverk when editing
bruksområde ]

For the FM epj api web service we can provide a sample client.
[ RENO-10351, Resolved, As an EPJ system developer, I want to get a sample web service client ]

FM system administrators can now configure EPJ API web service in system admin view.
[ RENO-10298, Resolved, As FM admin I want to be able to configure the EPJ API web service ]

FM can now provide access to most (all non UI) EPJ API method calls via a web service interface.
[ RENO-10293, Resolved, As an EPJ system I want to access FM via web service interface. ]

Customer Defect
Refusjonskoder will no longer be shown when searching for diagnosis.
[ RENO-9947, Resolved, Refusjonskoder should not be shown when searching for diagnosis ]

Fixed GUID parsing error when opening samstemming.
[ RENO-11884, Resolved, CLONE (3.7) - Error in 3.7.0 RC5 when looking up in RF ]

Error fixed which caused an error when opening patients with old papirresepter created from
utleveringsmelding (resept from papir-M8).
[ RENO-11883, Resolved, CLONE (3.7) - Error when looking up in RF ]

New draft prescriptions are now removed from LIB after being rejected in a samstemming session.
[ RENO-11774, Resolved, CLONE (3.7) - Bug 92579: Draft prescription rejected in samstemming does not disappear from LIB until
after closing and reopening the patient in FM ]

Fixed error when linking from AF and enabled AF remove button after receiving a delivery for a paper
prescription.
[ RENO-11710, Resolved, Impossible to remove or link an element from AF ]

New visibility of Unsigned/unsent resepter:
- They are no longer shown in resepthistorikk.
- They no longer disappear from LIB when they pass the seponeringsdato.
- When seponeringsdato has passed they are displayed with gray text in the LIB.
[ RENO-11430, Resolved, Unsent resepter shown in resepthistorikk, but not visible in the LIB ]

SlaSammenPasienter in EPJ API will now handle HPR numbers shorter than 9 digits left padding with 0's when
applicable.
[ RENO-11429, Resolved, SlaSammenPasienter in EPJ API does not handle HPR numbers shorter than 9 digits ]

When one question of a given type is answered in the LIB, the answer is now applied to all questions of the
same type, except for questions of type "Other".
The date and time of each question on the LIB is now in parenthesis behind the text "Spörsmål fra apotek:",
i.e. "Spörsmål fra apotek (11.4.2016 10:12):".
[ RENO-11286, Resolved, Question from M25.2 is shown twice and must be answered twice ]

Medendring flag is no longer set to true on the head prescription when linking a remote prescription and
setting the local one as head.
[ RENO-10485, Resolved, MedEndring can be incorrectly set to True in M25.1 if a resept has been renewed, and then gotten an
RF status update since the last M25.1 was sent ]

Defect
Fixed "enhet" field being cleared for packages when selecting to change or renew with changes.
[ RENO-11921, Resolved, "Enhet" field in S.15 is cleared when changing or renewing with changes ]

The user is now forced to go to renew with changes when importing paper M8 from AF.
[ RENO-11918, Resolved, Importing paper M8 does not go through renew with changes ]

When receiving deliveries for "multidose" patients ("Siste Utlevering") the FM is now more sensitive to the
date and time of the age of the information when comparing local vs. remote (in RF) delivery information.
[ RENO-11912, Resolved, Incomplete delivery information is shown after receiving async M25.3 ]

Import warnings should no longer appear in prescription history.
[ RENO-11910, Resolved, Notification string should not show for a local freetext in the resept history ]

When fetching delivery information from prescription and delivery preview, a query for the selected
prescription is sent, not only the one active.
[ RENO-11905, Resolved, Make FM send m9.7 for the selected node in the prescription and delivery details tree ]

Fix Incorrect RF status for a M8 which is no longer in RF after closing samstemming.
[ RENO-11902, Resolved, Incorrect RF status for a M8 which is no longer in RF ]

Prescription details are now showing for AF prescription after a limited RF lookup.
[ RENO-11895, Resolved, Prescription details aren't showing in samstemming and in AF after limited RF lookup ]

Fixed limited RF Query hanging in progress popup.

[ RENO-11887, Resolved, Limited RF lookup keeps spinning and never finishes ]

Linking paper m8 should offer to link delivery to item.
[ RENO-11886, Resolved, A correct linking button isn't shown for a paper m8 ]

Make Virkestoff link to Relis default when creating a new institution.
[ RENO-11882, Resolved, The external link to Relis's virkestoff isn't set up in a new installation ]

When creating/editing prescription templates, creating a template with a simple structure dosing which has
an end day is allowed even if template is not a course ("kur") prescription.
[ RENO-11858, Resolved, Not possible to register a fast/behov template with a stopdate ]

Fixed filter to show only "Ekspederbar" or "Under ekspedering" resepts in AF.
[ RENO-11757, Resolved, The filter to show only "Ekspederbar" or "Under ekspedering" resepts in AF has been broken ]

Fixed refreshing CAVE information after changing cave in samstemming, in the patient banner information
and in the LIB samstemming prescription alerts.
[ RENO-11606, Resolved, Marking a local CAVE as inactive in CAVE samstemming does not update the CAVE warnings in LIB
samstemming ]

Fixed error when prescribing an H-resept and user selects a refusjonkode with a long description.
[ RENO-11600, Resolved, Error messages popup when user selects a refusjonkode with a long description ]

In samstemming when a draft prescription is matched to a "Not In RF" prescription or a draft prescription is
unmatched the "Undo" action is now available for assistants.
[ RENO-11437, Resolved, Assistant is unable to undo his own pending draft in samstemming when external item is "NotInRF" ]

When changing or renewing a prescription with change, the units in the simple structured dosing grid should
be remembered.
[ RENO-11432, Resolved, units in simple structured dosing aren't always remembered ]

Recalled/tilbakekalt resept no longer shows up in AF after seponating and sending M5 for a resept in LIB.
[ RENO-11368, Resolved, Recalled/tilbakekalt resept shows up in AF after seponating and sending M5 for a resept in LIB ]

Fixed CAVE samstemming showing in cached samstemming session when an old m25 exists locally but m9.12
contains none.
[ RENO-11359, Resolved, CAVE samstemming showing in cached samstemming when an old m25 exists locally but m9.12
contains none ]

